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The files contain a unique FFID, range (in kilometers), and
reduced travel time (in seconds), reduced by 6 km/s.  Zero
travel time corresponds to the shottime.  The files contain
picks only for first arrivals.

These files were picked from SEGY formatted common receiver
gathers recorded during the acquisition of TACT 1988 Marine
Airgun Lines in the Prince William Sound, southern Alaska,
using USGS Five-Day Recorders (see Brocher, T.M., and M.J.
Moses, 1990, Wide-angle seismic recordings obtained during
the TACT multichannel reflection profiling in the northern
Gulf of Alaska, U.S. Geological Survey Open-file Report 90-
663, 40 pp.).

The travel times for the first arrivals were picked 19-21
September 2001 using ProMax; the first arrival picks were
initially saved in ProMax format with FFID, range (in
meters), and travel time (in millisecond) reduced to 6
km/s, with an offset of 4000 milliseconds.  The picks were
made from a single DLT containing all the SEGY record
sections made by Mike Moses in 1989 and 1990. I attempted
to make picks for all traces for which the signal-to-noise
was large enough.

A unique FFID was assigned to every shot in the complete
shot time file for the entire TACT 1988 PWS survey.

Line FFID Range

GLACIER 10001-10716
HINCHINBROOK 20001-22516
KAYAK       30001-33087
PWS 40001-43623
SUCKLING 50001-52532
TACT 60001-66557

At the time that the original SEGY files were created by
Mike Moses, no null traces were inserted for missing shots
on the tapes, thus the original FFID range for each common
receiver gather was not always complete.  For most lines at



most receivers, however, there were no missing shots in the
original SEGY files.  For the files that were found to be
incomplete, I calculated the intertrace distance between
shots (in meters).  For each incomplete gather, gaps in the
shots were identified where the intertrace distance
exceeded the nominal average intertrace distance, and FFIDs
were inserted in these gaps.  I believe that this procedure
allows the true trace FFID to be calculated to within a few
traces (say <200 meter error).

In a few cases, particularly for the GLACIER and SUCKLING
lines, the original SEGY file could not be located on the
archival DLT tape.  In the cases where travel time picks
for these missing SEGY files (range versus reduced travel
time) were available, the ranges were converted to
approximate FFIDs from the calculated average intertrace
distance for that particular common receiver gather.  These
picks can be easily distinquished since the picks were made
with a large FFID spacing between picks.

Travel time picks were made for the following stations in
the Prince William Sound area.

Station Longitude Latitude  Elevation (m)

Busby Island           -146.807333  60.893917  3
Culross Island         -148.209333  60.752667   99
Green Island           -147.498167  60.257167  -10
Geos-Suckling Line  -144.67292 58.75345  -10
Geos-TACT Line     -145.23693 58.58690   2
Hanning Island         -147.705667  59.942167  130
Kayak Island           -144.490333  59.874000  244
Middleton Island       -146.305667  59.452667  26
Montague Island        -147.115333  60.367917  99
Naked Island           -147.459167  60.625083  160
Perry Island           -147.910000  60.730833  259
Shoup Bay              -146.606667  61.154667  15
Signal Mountain        -146.669333  60.276250  361
Smith Island           -147.342500  60.530000  2
Stuart Creek           -145.285500  61.254583  369
Suckling Hills         -143.785833  60.081500  274
Whittier               -148.528083  60.799533  3
Zaikof Point           -146.928667  60.299500  84



FILES:

Xxxpiks.xcl  - excel files containing the first arrival
travel time picks for each station  (xxx = station name)

TACT 1988 Station Locations.xcl - excel file containing the
latitude, longitude, and elevation for each station

TACT1988 shot locs.xcl - excel file containing the FFID,
latitude, longitude, elevation for each airgun shot

TACT 1988 Tomography  - excel file containing information
on the number of picks made for each common receiver gather

1988 TACT Station locs.xcl
Station Longitude Latitude Elev., m

Busby Island -146.807333 60.893917 3
Culross Island -148.209333 60.752667 99
Geos-Suckling -144.672917 58.75345 -10

Geos-Tact Line -145.236933 58.58690 -10
Green Island -147.498167 60.257167 2

Hanning Island -147.705667 59.942167 130
Kayak Island -144.490333 59.87400 244

Middleton Island -146.305667 59.452667 26
Montague Island -147.115333 60.367917 99

Naked Island -147.459167 60.625083 160
Perry Island -147.91000 60.730833 259
Shoup Bay -146.606667 61.154667 15

Signal Mountain -146.669333 60.27625 361
Smith Island -147.34250 60.53000 2
Stuart Creek -145.28550 61.254583 369
Suckling Hills -143.785833 60.08150 274

Whittier -148.528083 60.799533 3
Zaikof Point -146.928667 60.29950 84
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